Business transformation at scale,
with nothing to lose.
ECS’ Enablement Pods™ – the driving force missing from your
business transformation.

Do these challenges sound familiar?
Resources
Not having the time, space or budget to recruit a flexible team of new people with the blend of
knowledge and skills required to drive transformation at scale

Skills Shortage
Having pockets of internal skills but not enough to drive a business-wide transformation

Enablement
Equipping internal resources to be self-sufficient remains a continuous and time-consuming
challenge

Get the internal resource and skills you need, without the fuss
Depending on your specific timebound objectives, our Enablement Pods™ provide outcome-focused teams
that may cycle depending on the skills required for a successful delivery. This means our Pods remain flexible
in their resource profiling so your day to day team is exactly what you need for a particular part of the project.
Enablement Pods™ operate in sprints and help enterprises transform at scale by embedding – for short periods –
in existing engineering teams to enable them in new ways of working, tooling, etc.

Why ECS is the partner for you:
We believe there is a better way to adopt DevOps and continuous delivery practices. A more valuable, outcome
focused way to help build tomorrow’s enterprises today.
We’ve been leaders in automation and digital transformation since 2003 and have helped over 100 customers
realise the benefits of DevOps and Continuous Delivery practices – including UK retail banks, BP plc and News UK.
This means that today we’re able to help you deliver business transformation, faster and with a ‘nothing to lose’
guarantee.

Previous Enablement Pod outcomes
For each £1 invested in us, we delivered £3 of
annualised savings in the development lifecycle
of a Retail Bank’s core application

Increased quality of testing through automation
as well as decreased timescales of test cycles by
over 50%

Reduction of application environment
configuration delivery timescales from 7200
minutes to 3 minutes

12x reduction of application delivery cycle
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ECS
Scrum Masters
Platform Engineers
DevOps Engineers
Software Engineers

SDET
Delivery Assurance
Product Owner
Business Analyst

* These are typical team profiles that can be supplied 		
wholly by ECS or supplemented by client teams.

Happy customers,
enabled staff

Self-sufficient
internal teams

Quantify benefits and
measure outcome
against agreed KPIs

WE LISTEN. WE EXECUTE. WE EVALUATE. WE TWEAK. YOU SUCCEED.
It starts with a Sprint Zero – our Enablement Pods™ – and our success – are measured against outcomes and
KPIs defined in sprint zero. Each additional sprint provides an opportunity to showcase and review progress
ensuring maximum value from all activities.
Reduce time from requirement to live – simplify and optimise your processes and stay ahead of your
competition.
Effective business change – not just engineering capabilities. We review each sprint to ensure we’re
introducing the capabilities you need, when you need them.
Operational business excellence – implement engineering practices and new ways of working to mature
towards operational excellence.
Accelerate value realisation with nothing to lose – real return on investment tied to business outcomes. If we
don’t hit the agreed outcomes, you get a return on the revenue invested.
Become self-sufficient – enable internal teams in new ways of working, processes and tools and embed a
continuous improvement ethos.

Why we’re different
Whilst some consultancies offer engineering change, ECS’ consultants deliver DevOps,
Continuous Testing, Cloud and engineering capabilities in one team. This means you
get process, enablement and nearly two decades of experience on top of the first-rate
engineering, tooling and testing you would expect.

ecs.co.uk | 0207 403 0477
hello@ecs.co.uk

